
Revised 4-20-23  FCVCC Safety Committee 

FCVCC SAFETY RULES AND REGULATIONS for  

ENCLOSED PISTOL RANGE 

Safety is your responsibility, not someone else’s!!! 

In addition to the General Range Rules, the following rules apply ONLY to the Enclosed Pistol Range. 

  

1. Members & guests MUST sign the Enclosed Pistol Range sign-in sheet & pay the posted enclosed range 

fee before shooting. 

2. Guests MUST sign the FCVCC waiver on EACH visit to the range. 

3. NO SHOOTING ACROSS FIRING LANES.  NO EXCEPTIONS!!  

4. NO SHOOTING AT MOVING TARGETS!  

5. All targets must be at SHOOTER’S eye level.  This is critical when shooting at targets which are less than 

full range length away from firing line. Targets must be re-positioned for each shooter! 

6. No chairs and no kneeling to shoot, except handicap members.  Those positions increase the angle of shot, 

which may bypass safety barriers and baffles. 

7. DRAWING AND FIRING FROM A HOLSTER IS NOT ALLOWED.  PERIOD. Start from a low 

ready position.  There is a Liability concern with so much concrete. Someone could shoot themselves in the 

leg or others on the line because of inexperienced people drawing from a holster or unsafe holster position. 

8. All shots must be aimed and controlled.  No rapid fire allowed; double taps are permitted but allow at least 

1 second between other individual shots. 

9. Do NOT shoot at targets any closer than 3 yds. 

10. IF the Open Rifle/Pistol Range goes cold, the Enclosed Pistol Range is NOT required to go cold when 

the wooden door between the two ranges is CLOSED. 

11. All pistols must be holstered or unloaded and bagged before leaving the shooting tables. 

AUTHORIZED AND PROHIBITED GUNS/AMMO 

1. PISTOLS ONLY.  NO rifles. PERIOD. 

2. Maximum Pistol caliber allowed is .50 cal.  Straight wall pistol cartridges only.   

3. No high-power center fire rifle cartridges 

4. No rifle cartridges in any firearms, except “.22 rim fire”.  

5. No shotshells or shotgun slugs. 

 

PLEASE USE CARDBOARD TO MOUNT YOUR 

TARGETS 


